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Rumanian Special Edition Contains Anti-Hungarian Items 
from 1985-1986 Press 

 
 Recently, the Scientific and Encyclopedic Publishing House of Bucharest has issued 
an anthology of anti-Hungarian articles and pamphlets:  Jocul periculos al falsificarii 
istorieii (The Dangerous Game of Falsifying History).  Its authors are either associates 
of the Romanian Institute for [communist] Party History, writers serving the interests of 
the party, or party functionaries. 
 
 Because of their exceptionally aggressive tone and their tendency to falsify history 
(thus identifying themselves with the volume's title), many of the articles and pamphlets 
have already been answered on the pages of the international press.  
 
 Part of the volume is made up of historical writings, which, "based on the 
historical priority of the Rumanian people," question the right of the two million 
Hungarians to assert their historical-political presence in Rumania. Others try to prove 
the Rumanian origins of various Hungarian ethnic groups, such as the Csangos, using -- for 
the lack of better support -- arguments based on racial bio-genetics.  Of course, the 
volume also contains an article by Oliver Lustig, who tends to refer to the Jewry of the 
region as "the great Rumanian ethnic group," and whose party-assigned mission seems to be 
to make the world forget about the approximately 350,000 Jews who were murdered by the 
Rumanian regime in the early 1940s. 
 
 All in all, the volume is an extraordinary historical document;  it characterizes 
and sums up the political, ideological and intellectual possibilities existing in today's 
Rumania.  Its language contains all of the idiomatic expressions that were last used by 
the local representatives of Fascism in propagating their ideals:  the rights of  "soil" 
and "blood;" the "national hearth;" "Carpatho-Danube Homeland," etc. 
 
 Yet, this is not surprising if we consider that academician Stefan Pascu, who was 
leader of the Rumanian Fascist youth movement forty years ago, edited the volume. 
                                                                           




